PARTNERS

IN COLLABORATION WITH


WITH THE PATRONAGE OF

AIDI - Associazione Italiana di Illuminazione

APIL - Associazione professionisti dell'iluminazione

ASSIL - Associazione nazionale produttori Illuminazione

ASSISTAL - Associazione nazionale costruttori di impianti

ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA COLORE ASSODEL - Associazione nazionale fornitori di elettronica

ASSOLUCE - Associazione Nazionale delle Imprese degli Apparecchi di Illuminazione

FACULTY 15th EDITION


LANGUAGE

The master is held in English. Any lecture in other languages will be translated simultaneously.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The aim of the master is to train professionals capable of following the lighting design process in retail interiors, urban exteriors, entertainment, cultural heritage and hospitality, mastering the productive and technological innovations of the lighting sector. The result of the master didactic program is an innovative professional with skills that fit into the main lighting design activities, therefore he will be able to collaborate with lighting companies, lighting design studios or other different realities that involve the design of light in spaces.

STRUCTURE OF THE MASTER

The training course is divided in ten didactic modules and the internship. The first four teaching modules are didactic modules and the internship. The next five teaching modules aim to develop the fundamental skills of the lighting process: Theory and lighting technologies, methods and tools for lighting design, CAD for lighting, culture and lighting design practice. The next five learning modules aim to be advanced in lighting design practice with dedicated workshops in retail interiors, urban exteriors, entertainment, cultural heritage, hospitality and up to date didactics on LED products and technology. The professional empowerment module is focused to increase competences in order to get in the job industry, looking at the final internship held at lighting manufacturers or professional offices.

DURATION AND VENUE

The master takes place at Laboratorio LUCE (research laboratory on light, www.lice.polimi.it) of Politecnico di Milano in the North West area of Milan and lasts for one year. Didactic activity starts in late February 2019, the internship will begin in October 2019 with a minimum duration of 312 hours, and the final exam is scheduled for February / March 2020. The master delivers 60 ECTS.

PLACEMENT

The master has a placement of more than 80% of the participants who were able to fit into design firms and leading companies within one year after completion of studies. You can see the testimonies of some former students at: www.lice.polimi.it/en/vedididattica-en

PRICE

Price of the master is 8,490 €.

CONTACTS

Didactics:
Lab. Luce - Politecnico di Milano
tel +39.02.2399.5696
lab.luce@polimi.it
www.luce.polimi.it
Subscriptions:
POLI DESIGN
via Durando 38/A, Milano
tel +39.02.2399.5911
fax +39.02.2399.7217
formazione@polidesign.net
www.polidesign.net
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